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Sen. Gary Peters (D-Mich.), pictured left, in one of the demonstration vehicles in the connected car caravan leaving Capitol Hill 
for The Washington Auto Show, Jan. 20. Pictured at right, is John Mendel, executive vice president, American Honda (left) 
shaking hands with U.S. Energy Sec. Ernest Moniz 
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          Washington’s blizzard misses Auto Show Media Days, but delays 
opening to the public  

 The Washington Auto Show’s Industry/Media Days -- a.k.a. Public Policy Days -- went 

off without a hitch, except for that pesky inch of snow that tied up traffic all evening on the first 

day, Jan. 20. The W.E. Washington Convention Center, with the 2016 Auto Show laid out, 

looked beautiful for Public Policy Day #2, Jan. 21, and for the Sneak Peek that evening. Then -- 
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Consumers lining up to attend The Washington Auto Show’s 
rescheduled opening day, Tues. Jan. 26, 2016. 

on what would have been the Auto 

Show’s opening day to consumers on 

Friday, Jan. 22 -- the city, its 

convention center – and pretty much 

everything in the entire region – 

closed down as the blizzard of 2016 

dumped 2 ½ - 3 feet of wet snow far 

and wide.  But the public’s 

enthusiasm for the Auto Show was 

merely delayed -- albeit until Jan. 26 -

- not dampened. Indeed, opening day 

on Tuesday yielded strong 

attendance, with government offices, 

all area schools, and most businesses 

still out for the snow cleanup and 

Washingtonians everywhere gripped 

with “cabin fever” and the desire to 

do something fun, like going to the Auto Show.   

After the first Public Policy Day symposiums on Capitol Hill, Public Policy Day #2, onsite at the 

Auto Show, started on a high note. “The real essence of Washington is safety and the 

environment, and that’s what this Auto Show is about,” said Les Jackson, president of the 

Washington Automotive Press Association (WAPA), in his welcoming remarks to the Media 

Breakfast. Scotty Reiss, president of the International Motor Press Association (IMPA), co-

hosting the breakfast with Jackson, encouraged the media to tweet from the show with the 

hashtag #WAS16.  

Auto Show Chairman Geoff 

Pohanka, before introducing the 

morning’s keynote speaker, Honda 

Executive Vice President John 

Mendel, remembered his first 

acquaintance with the Honda brand.   

“In the early 1970s, I was driving 

with my father Jack Pohanka [then a 

GM dealer]. He was looking at a car 

in the next lane, one of the first 

Honda Civics. He said, ‘They call 

that a car?’ Little did he know he 

would open Pohanka Honda three 

years later.”  

 

What follows in this first Auto Show 

Special Edition of the WANADA Bulletin are reports on both Public Policy Days, Jan. 20-21, 

2016. A second Special Edition will follow next week reporting on the Auto Show’s consumer 

days, Jan. 26-31, 2016.   

  

 

 

The U.S. Capitol with clean up underway from the Washington 
blizzard of 2016, Jan. 25. 
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Washington Auto Show Public Policy Day on Capitol Hill, Jan. 20 

MobilityTalks speakers discuss cybersecurity threat 
 At the panel on Capitol Hill last week that kicked 

off Public Policy Days at the 2016 Washington Auto Show, 

speakers from the auto industry and regulatory sector spoke 

of the brave new world created by connected and 

autonomous cars.   

“The automobile is going to change more in the next five 

years than it has in the past 50,” said, Jeffrey Massimilla 

chief product cybersecurity officer at General Motors.  

Sen. Gary Peters (D-Mich.), who gave opening remarks to 

the symposium panel, had this to say: “we could see 80 

percent of [auto] accidents eliminated in the next few 

years.” The panelists spent the next 90 minutes in the Gold 

Room of the Rayburn House 

Office Bldg. discussing 

questions raised by connected 

and autonomous cars. Chief 

among them: cybersecurity 

and driver privacy.  

The Alliance of Automobile 

Manufacturers and Global 

Automakers released best 

practice principles for 

cybersecurity last year, and 

the Cyber Information 

Sharing Act was passed, all of 

which drew praise from 

Massimilla. 

“We take cybersecurity very 

seriously,” he said. GM is 

collaborating with defense 

and consumer electronics 

companies to work on the 

problem.     

Speaking from a dealer view, 

Ken Athanasiou, chief 

information security officer 

of AutoNation, raised the 

specter of social engineering 

if a manufacturer sends a 

repair app to consumers to 

update flawed software, as 

has happened.  

John Ourisman, Ourisman Companies, 
opening MobilityTalks as a member of 
the Auto Show Committee  

Sen. Gary Peters (D-Mich.), co-
chair, Senate Smart Transportation 
Caucus 

Commissioner Maureen 
Ohlhausen of the Federal Trade 
Commission speaking at the 
MobilityTalks Conference 

MobilityTalks Symposium on Capitol Hill for The Washington Auto Show, Jan. 
20, 2016 from the left: moderated by Joseph White, transportation editor, 
Thomson Reuters. Speakers include: Dr. John B. Kenney, director and principal 
researcher, Network Division, Toyota InfoTechnology Center; Regina Clewlow, 
Dir. of transportation research and policy, RideScout; Jeffrey Massimilla, chief 
product cybersecurity officer, General Motors; Ken Athanasiou, VP/CIO, 
AutoNation; Dr.; Cordell Schachter, chief technology officer, NY DOT and 
Maureen Ohlhausen, commissioner FTC 
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Media and congressional representatives at MobilityTalks Symposium for The 
Washington Auto Show, Gold Room, Rayburn House Office Bldg., Jan. 20   

FTC Commissioner Maureen 

Ohlhausen spoke of the role 

of regulation.  

“The auto industry needs to 

take into account the security 

of their systems,” she said. 

The Federal Trade 

Commission needs to 

regulate in a way that allows 

new products to come into 

the market while heeding 

security and privacy issues it 

regulates. She noted that the 

Commission can use its 

enforcement powers if 

automakers don’t meet their 

own voluntary guidelines.        

Cyberhacking remains a threat that Athanasiou said Auto Nation is handling as a matter of risk 

management – trying to make hacking less likely – rather than prevention. Asked by panel 

moderator and Thomson Reuters transportation editor Joe White whether consumers are 

paranoid about cybersecurity, Athanasiou said they are not paranoid enough. “It might take the 

hacking of an autonomous vehicle to get consumers’ attention,” he said.  

Another question: Who owns the data from connected and autonomous vehicles? Automakers 

may need to get consumers’ consent to collect information, such as specific location, said             

Ohlhausen of the FTC. It would be acceptable if the information was anonymous and used for 

research only. But if the anonymous data were compared with another set of data, it could be 

used to track the consumer, said Athanasiou. Unresolved questions such as these are the reason 

that uniform standards are 

needed, he concluded.  

Appropriate infrastructure 

will be important to the 

success of connected and 

autonomous vehicles, said 

Sen. Peters. Last year’s 

highway bill allows federal 

funds to be used to upgrade 

infrastructure to 

accommodate those cars.  

How will these new types of 

vehicles affect dealers? 

Service technicians will need 

more training, said 

Athanasiou of AutoNation. 

Every dealership service 

center will need to invest in new diagnostic equipment, he said. Those two factors alone will 

drive up the costs of service.  

Washington Auto Show Connected Car Convoy from the Rayburn Office 
House Office Building to the D.C. Convention Center, Jan. 20.  
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Les Jackson, president of WAPA, 
opening the Media Breakfast on 
Public Policy Day #2 at the WAS  

John Mendel, EVP of  American Honda, keynoting 
WAPA/IMPA Media Breakfast on Public Policy Day #2 at 
the WAS, Jan. 21  

 

Dealerships may need to get involved in software upgrades for the cars.  

“What if someone brings in a car for an oil change and the service department says they need a 

software patch update?” said Athanasiou. Skipping the update could present a safety hazard. 

“But the service department can’t say, ‘We won’t return your car unless you get a patch.’”  

Industry keynote addresses at Auto Show Media Breakfast   

Mendel touts Honda’s green cars, advanced safety designs  
 In the opening presentation for Industry/Media Day 

#2, at The Washington Auto Show (WAS), American 

Honda Executive Vice President John Mendel spoke of the 

ways Honda is meeting regulatory challenges in the 

environmental and safety arenas. His remarks at the 

WAPA/IMPA Media Breakfast onsite at the Walter E. 

Washington Convention Center last Thursday, Jan. 21, 

meshed perfectly with the public policy mission of the 

WAS.  

“For more than 

40 years, Honda 

has been a 

consistent leader 

and innovator in 

the advancement 

of low-

emissions mobility,” Mendel said. A big focus of the 

Honda exhibit at the WAS is the Clarity Fuel Cell, set 

to launch in a couple of months in Japan and later this 

year in the U.S. It will have a driving range of more 

than 300 miles, refueling times of about three 

minutes, and a fuel cell powertrain that fits under the 

hood, allowing for more interior space.  

Mendel announced at the show that the Clarity will 

begin retail leasing in select California markets before 

the end of the year. It will be priced around $60,000, 

with an estimated monthly lease price under $500. 

Initial leasing volume will be limited, and the car will be available for purchase later. First, a 

hydrogen fueling infrastructure is needed, which now exists only in limited markets in 

California.  

Mendel also talked about the Civic sedan’s new small-displacement, 1.5-liter direct-injected 

turbo engine that gives the car a 41 mpg highway rating. Later this year, Honda will launch the 

2017 Accord hybrid with an improved two-motor hybrid system. And by 2018, he said Honda 

will introduce the next-generation Accord Plug-in hybrid.       

At the Consumer Electronics Show, Mendel said, Honda showcased its Power Exporter 9000, 

which will export electricity from a compatible electric or fuel cell vehicle to the household. That 

means in the future, you could use your car to power your home. The technology has already 

been tested at a hospital in Japan.  
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On the regulatory front, Mendel said that Honda last fall signed the American Business Act on 

Climate Pledge, reaffirming the 

company’s goal to cut its total 

corporate CO2 emissions in 

half globally by 2050. But in 

the U.S., EPA, NHTSA and 

California Air Resources Board 

are doing a midterm evaluation 

of the 2025 fuel economy 

standards.  

“With gas prices below $2.00 

per gallon, people are buying 

products that make sense for 

their lives and their 

pocketbooks,” Mendel said. 

“It’s important that the 

regulations acknowledge this 

reality.”    

On safety, Mendel said that the 

federal government and 18 automakers had recently signed a set of principles outlining ways to 

improve safety. One principle seeks to maximize safety recall participation rates, and Honda is 

among the automakers doing a recall of Takata 

air bag inflators. It has replaced 5 million 

inflators for a recall rate of 50 percent. But 

locating and repairing the other 50 percent will 

be a lot harder, said Mendel.  

To help identify vehicles under recall, Honda 

has proposed tying state vehicle registrations to 

recall databases so vehicles cannot be 

registered until safety recalls have been 

addressed.  

As for safety technologies, Mendel spoke of 

Honda’s vision of a zero-collision society by 

2050, with an interim target to cut crashes of 

Honda vehicles in half by 2020. To that end, 

Honda has introduced technologies such as 

autonomous emergency braking.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Auto Show Chairman Geoff Pohanka, Pohanka Automotive, being 
interviewed before Public Policy Day Jan. 21, 2016.  

Honda’s Mendel with media after his keynote remarks at WAPA/IMPA 
breakfast at the WAS, Public Policy Day #2 
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NHTSA Administrator Mark Rosekind delivers U.S. 
keynote at WAS Public Policy Day #2, Jan. 21 

Mark Rosekind, NHTSA Administrator (center) flanked by John Bowis 
WANADA corporate secretary of Chevy Chase Cars (left) and 
WANADA president John O’Donnell at the Auto Show  

U.S. Industry keynote address takes afternoon slot on WAS Media Day 

NHTSA’s Rosekind asks dealers to repair all cars under recall 
 Spotlighting the key role that auto 

dealers play in vehicle recall campaigns, 

NHTSA Administrator Mark Rosekind, 

speaking as the U.S. keynoter at The 

Washington Auto Show last week on its media 

day, Jan. 21, asked dealers to take two actions: 

(1) make recall visits a high priority and make it 

easy for consumers to complete a recall; and (2) 

don’t sell any vehicle, new or used, without 

getting safety defects repaired.   

“Would taking such a step involve difficulties 

for auto dealers?” said Rosekind. “Absolutely. 

But a proactive safety culture means that 

eliminating risk becomes the top priority.” He 

cited AutoNation’s announcement last fall that it 

would repair any recalled vehicle before 

retailing it and urged all dealers to follow their 

lead. 

Rosekind warned that “the progress of vehicle safety is starting to slow.” Early data shows that 

in the first six months of 2015, vehicle deaths rose by 8.1 percent. In 2014, he said, 32,675 

people died on the road. NHTSA’s goal is to take that number to zero.  

“If regulations and enforcement are our only tools to protect the public, then we are restricted to 

more of the same old story,” 

Rosekind said, “cat-and-mouse 

games between regulator and the 

regulated; endless rounds of cost-

benefit analysis and regulatory red 

tape before new rules can be 

enacted; processes that lag far 

behind the pace of technological 

advancement.”  

Clearly, he said, NHTSA has not 

given up on those tools. Rosekind 

also said he hopes that the 

agreement between the agency and 

major automakers the previous week 

would help prevent problems and 

identify them sooner.  

In addition to his request to dealers 

on recalls, Rosekind announced the launch of “Safe Cars Save Lives.” It’s a yearlong digital ad 

campaign urging consumers to use NHTSA’s VIN lookup tool regularly to check for open recalls 

and then repair those cars under recall.  
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Energy Secretary Moniz: Low oil prices don’t affect CAFE goals  
 Addressing a recurring topic discussed 

throughout Industry/Media Day at The 

Washington Auto Show, Jan. 21, U.S. Energy 

Secretary Ernest Moniz said that low oil prices 

don’t affect the Corporate Average Fuel Economy 

standards requiring automakers to reach an 

average 54.5 mpg by 2025.   

“Things like CAFE stand quite independent of oil 

prices,” he said. “We have a long-term view, such 

that whatever the oil price is today, you can be 

assured it’s going to change.” 

Moniz said he’s bullish about electric vehicles, 

“particularly as innovation drives down battery 

costs.” 

There are 400,000 EVs on the U.S. roads, Moniz noted. His goal is to have plug-in vehicles as 

affordable as regular cars by early in the next decade.   

As in past years at The Washington 

Auto Show, Sec. Moniz announced 

that funding is available for vehicle 

technology advances through the 

Department of Energy’s Advanced 

Technology Vehicles Manufacturing 

program. There is $16 million left in 

the program, available to automakers 

and suppliers for projects such as 

energy storage, electric drive systems, 

materials, fuels and lubricants and 

advanced combustion.  

The program has a three-part focus: 

increasing vehicle fuel efficiency, 

increasing electrification and 

improving alternative fuel vehicles. 

Using grant funding, Argonne Laboratory in Chicago developed an improved lithium ion battery 

that is licensed to the Chevrolet Bolt, Chevrolet Volt and Ford Focus. 

“How EVs and the grid work together is an important part of our research,” said Moniz.  

DOE also worked with Ford on the Eco-Boost F-150 to reduce fuel use by 25 percent. And a     

$3 million grant helped vehicle fleets to buy alternative fuel vehicles. 

 

 

 

DOE Sec. Moniz trying out one of the many state-of-the-art 
vehicles at the WAS. 

DOE Sec. Ernest Moniz speaking at WAS Public 
Policy Day #2, Jan. 21 
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Hyundai’s chief of product planning, Mike O’Brien  

Flanking O’Brien is Chris Hosford of Hyundai Motor America (left) and  
Kevin Reilly, Auto Show Committee of Alexandria Hyundai  
 

Hyundai to meet CAFE standards with electric cars                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
 Hyundai’s chief of 

product planning, Mike 

O’Brien, opened the 

automaker’s press 

conference at The 

Washington Auto Show 

touting 2015 as Hyundai’s 

“hottest year on record.” 

From there, he got right to 

the biggest regulatory 

challenge: Corporate 

Average Fuel Economy.                                                              

“There’s so much pressure 

on the industry,” O’Brien 

observed, and “there’s 

renewed interest in how 

we’re going to achieve 

higher CAFE by 2025, especially since our customers are clamoring for SUVs.”  

Hyundai’s primary means of meeting CAFE will be electrification, which can also cut 

greenhouse gas emissions and improve energy security. By 2020, Hyundai plans to have 12 

hybrids, 6 plug-in hybrids, 6 battery EVs and 2 hydrogen EVs.  

Hyundai’s Ioniq nameplate -- to be launched at the New York Auto Show this spring -- will offer 

battery electric vehicles (BEVs) this year and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles in 2017. The 

battery technologies are good for small vehicles, which account for 40 percent of BEVs, said 

O’Brien. Potential downsides include 

the ability to charge the vehicle and the 

effect of weather on the vehicle’s 

range. Range is also reduced by use of 

the air conditioner, wipers and 

headlights. 

Hyundai has a Tucson Fuel Cell – the 

hydrogen version in its popular Tucson 

model -- which it plans to sell where 

there’s fuel for it. So far, that’s 

California, which has 13 stations open 

and 53 stations funded. The $499 

monthly lease payment includes all 

fuel costs. And, said O’Brien, “it 

drives like a gas powered car.”  

The 2016 Sonata Plug-In Hybrid has a 

27-mile all-electric range and a 600-

mile total range. Thanks to a large federal incentive, it costs less than a Sonata Hybrid.         

O’Brien also highlighted some of Hyundai’s smart technology features. A CO2 sensor detects if 

CO2 levels are rising in the car, a situation that can increase driver drowsiness. A pedestrian 
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Dottie Fitzgerald, Fitzgerald Auto Malls speaking at 
NSC press conference at WAS with Kelly Mantel, 
NSC VP of communications, looking on  

Jim Nichols, chief of technology and 
product communications for Volvo (left) 
accepting Luxury Green Car award from 
Ron Cogan, Green Car Journal  

detection feature alerts the driver to the presence of a pedestrian and applies automatic 

emergency braking. Smart cruise control can adjust cruise control speed as necessary.                                                                                                        

National Safety Council offers video on auto safety features   
 The National Safety Council (NSC), in 

collaboration with the University of Iowa, has 

produced consumer videos and a website that 

demonstrate how some of the high-tech safety 

features in cars work. One dealership group in the 

Washington area, Fitzgerald Auto Malls, plans to 

promote the website by attaching a link on its 

own website, handing out brochures in the 

showroom and putting the site on tablets in the 

showroom.   

The website, www.mycardoeswhat.org, offers a 

short video for each of several safety features, 

including backup camera, blind spot monitor and 

automatic emergency braking (AEB). In the AEB 

video, the car stops just short of an inflatable car 

without the driver touching the brake. NHTSA has recently announced that cars may receive a 

five-star safety rating only if they have AEB, said Kelly Mantel, NSC’s vice president of 

communications and advocacy. 

Speaking at NSC’s media event at The Washington Auto Show on Jan. 21, Fitzgerald Auto 

Malls Vice President Dottie Fitzgerald said that the NSC’s safety campaign fits with the 

dealership group’s longtime advocacy on vehicle safety. To illustrate this point, she said the 

Fitzgerald group has inspected 46,000 child seats since it started its owner installation inspection 

program in 1999. 

While it is important for drivers to understand the safety features of their car, said Mantel, they 

also need to realize that they have to remain engaged with driving.  

The NSC is starting to create micro-websites targeted to specific groups, such as older drivers.  

Connected Green Car, Luxury Green 
Car, Green SUV revealed       
           Winners of three green vehicle awards were 

announced at The Washington Auto Show on Public 

Policy Day #2 by Ron Cogan, publisher of Green Car 

Journal and CarsOfChange.com. The Volvo XC90 T8 

won Luxury Green Car of the Year; the Chevrolet Malibu 

Hybrid was awarded Connected Green Car of the Year (a 

new award); and the Honda HR-V was given the 

recognition of Green SUV of the Year.  

http://www.mycardoeswhat.org/
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John Mendel, EVP, American Honda, (left) 
accepting the award for the Green SUV of the Year 
from Cogan.  

Darin Geese, Chevrolet’s product chief, (left) 
accepting the award for the Connected Green 
Car from Cogan. 

“These are standout vehicles in an increasingly 

sophisticated and appealing field of green cars,” 

said Cogan. “Rising to the top as award winners 

means these three exceptional vehicles set a 

benchmark in the auto industry’s effort to create 

vehicles that are desirable and efficient, while also 

achieving environmental milestones so important for 

our driving future.”  

Speaking about luxury green cars, Cogan said this: “in 

the beginning of fuel-efficient vehicles, efficiency was 

the hallmark, and there was no luxury to be found 

anywhere.” The Volvo XC90 T8 is the first seven-

passenger vehicle to offer a plug-in hybrid version. The 

automaker plans to have a full battery EV by 2019.  

In the Connected Green Car category, the all-new Malibu Hybrid clocks in at 47 mpg, offers an 

on-board 4G LTE WiFi hotspot, and can connect seven electronic devices.  

The Green SUV winner, the Honda HRV, offers the feel of a sporty sedan and the functionality 

of an SUV, Cogan said, and gets 35 mpg.  

Driver assistance systems a critical safety tool, says MEMA 
            Nearly 10,000 deaths could be prevented, 

28 percent of crashes avoided and more than $250 

billion saved every year with greater use of 

advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS). 

That’s the conclusion of a recently released study 

done by the Boston Consulting Group for MEMA, 

the Motor and Equipment Manufacturers 

Association. MEMA President and CEO Steve 

Handschuh reported the study’s results during 

Public Policy Day #2 at The Washington Auto 

Show.  

Thanks partly to MEMA’s urging, Congress and 

NHTSA recently mandated updates to the New Car 

Assessment Program 5-Star Safety Ratings system 

that show the importance of ADAS. The updates 

were included in the recently passed FAST Act of 2015. They include providing information 

about crash avoidance technologies on the window stickers of new cars. 

Handschuh also said that as cars stay on the road longer, an effective independent aftermarket is 

needed to service them.  

Sen. Gary Peters (D-Mich.),  

Steve Handschuh, president and CEO, Motor 
and Equipment Manufacturers Association 
(MEMA) speaking at WAS Public Policy Day #2, 
Jan. 21 
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“MEMA wants to ensure that motorists retain freedom of choice for maintenance and repair,” he 

said. “Independent aftermarket parts manufacturers are working closely with vehicle 

manufacturers to find safe solutions to accessing vehicle diagnostics while addressing 

cybersecurity and data privacy issues.”  

Toyota showcases new Prius, Mirai, Research Institute 
 In keeping with the public 

policy mission of The Washington 

Auto Show, Toyota showcased its 

2016 Prius and Mirai Fuel Cell on 

Industry/Media Day. 

The new Prius is longer, lower and 

wider than its predecessor, with more 

interior room. Safety features include 

lane departure warning, pedestrian 

detection, dynamic cruise control and 

automatic high beam. The Prius now 

has intelligent parking assist, which 

automatically steers the car into a 

parallel parking space. It offers a smoother, quiet ride. The Prius Two Eco gets 58 mpg city/56 

mpg highway.  

The entry-level Prius Two starts at $24,200, the same price as the previous version despite the 

added features. The top model, the Prius Four Touring, goes up to $30,000.  

The Mirai hydrogen electric car went on sale in California last fall. Thousands of buyers are on a 

waiting list to buy the Mirai, but Toyota plans to temper delivery to match available 

infrastructure. There will be 10 hydrogen filling stations in California by the end of January and 

30 by the end of 2016. The Mirai, which has a 300-mile range on one tank, has $3,000 in federal 

incentives.  

Toyota’s goal is to have its entire fleet run on alternative fuels by 2050. The automaker is also 

working toward an Emergency Notification System where all Toyota vehicles will be connected 

globally. 

The automaker also highlighted the Toyota Research Institute, a group of scientists and engineers 

doing research on artificial intelligence and robots. TRI, headed by Dr. Gil Pratt, has an initial 

five-year budget of $1 billion and a mission to bridge the gap between research and product 

development.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The briefing was delivered by Jim Pisz, Corporate Manager, 
North American Business Strategy, Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., 
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FCA brand product marketer, Bruce Velisek, with the new 
Pacifica at the WAS Public Policy Day#2, Jan. 21 

GM shows off 2017 all-electric Chevy Bolt  
 In another electric vehicle 

entry for the Public Policy Auto 

Show in Washington, General 

Motors presented its all-electric 

Chevrolet Bolt, which has an 

unprecedented all-electric range of 

200 miles. The lithium-ion battery 

pack fits across the floor of the car 

to optimize space, said Pamela 

Fletcher, Chevy’s executive chief 

engineer for electrification.   

The Bolt can get a fast charge in 90 

minutes. A full recharge, which will 

be needed only rarely, takes nine 

hours. The car is a small, five-

passenger CUV with a lower center 

of gravity that can go 0 to 60 mph in 

less than 7 seconds. Cost is about $30,000 after federal incentives. The Bolt offers advanced 

connectivity, with a 10.6-inch touchscreen. Safety features include a wide angle rear camera. The 

Bolt goes on sale in late 2016.  

FCA highlights all-new Chrysler Pacifica 
 At the Fiat Chrysler America press 

conference at The Washington Auto Show, head 

of Chrysler brand product marketing, Bruce 

Velisek, explained how “un-minivan-like” the 

2017 Chrysler Pacifica is. Yet it has the 

functionality of a minivan.  

The new Pacifica doesn’t look like a minivan, 

Velisek said; it’s “sedan-like.” It’s longer, wider 

and lower to the ground than its predecessor.  

The Pacifica is a good car for two working 

parents who need to make a lot of after-school 

trips, said Velisek. Millennials are just entering 

the minivan segment, which at 500,000 units is 3 

percent of the industry.  

In fuel economy, the gas version gets 28 mpg 

highway, the hybrid up to 80 mpg. The Pacifica is the most powerful and most fuel-efficient in 

its class, according to Velisek. The second and third row of seats can be folded, giving it the 

best-in-class cargo space.  

Safety features include lane departure warning and parallel parking assist. The vehicle has three 

audio systems. In the second row there’s an animated navigation system that even kids can use.  

The new Pacifica, Velisek said, “will bring private ownership back to the minivan segment.” 

Chevrolet’s chief engineer for electrification, Pamela Fletcher, 
presenting Chevy’s new all electric vehicle, the Chevy Bolt 
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The hybrid version, which like the gas version has a 3.6 liter engine, can be charged in two 

hours. It has a 30-mile, all-electric range and a 500-mile range in hybrid mode.  

Alfa shows new Giulia 
 In its first appearance at The Washington 

Auto Show since the company was bought by 

FCA, Alfa Romeo stayed true to its high-

performance nature. On Public Policy Day #2 at 

the Auto Show, the company showcased its new 

Giulia, with 505 hp, a Ferrari-derived engine, 

and a 0-to-60 speed of 3.8 seconds. The Giulia 

has a carbon fiber roof, hood, drive shaft and 

seats, making it more lightweight and more 

powerful. For the immediate future, one-quarter 

of Alfa’s sedans will be high-performance.    

SAE panels discuss CAFE standards in era of low-priced oil 
 The Government/Industry 

Conference of the Society of 

Automotive Engineers (SAE 

International) on Jan. 21 -- open to all 

WAS Public Policy Day attendees -- 

took on the subject of meeting fuel 

economy standards in an environment 

of low oil prices and high SUV sales. 

In the first panel, automaker 

representatives said they would have a 

hard time reaching Corporate Average 

Fuel Economy of 54.5 mpg by 2025 

when customers are clamoring for 

SUVs and light trucks.   

“The industry is complying with the 

standards,” said Tom Stricker, Toyota vice president of technology and regulatory affairs. “Our 

concern is that fuel prices are low, and sales of hybrids and cars [as opposed to trucks] are 

down.” 

Roland Hwang, transportation director and policy analyst for the Natural Resources Defense 

Council, took exception to Stricker’s assertion. “With record sales and tremendous profits, now 

is the time to double down on future needs.” Added David Friedman, principal deputy assistant 

secretary at the Department of Energy, “We have to make sure we’re not thinking about too 

small a timeframe.” 

John Murphy, lead U.S. auto analyst for Bank of America/Merrill Lynch, stated, “there is a  

massive concern in the investment community that regulations will hurt [automaker] 

profitability.” 

In the second panel of the SAE Conference, federal and state representatives took the tougher 

standards as a given and debated how to encourage customers to buy fuel-efficient vehicles. In 

the congested cities of California, the fact that EV drivers can use the HOV lanes is a big 

Roll out of the new Giulia in Washington on Public 
Policy Day #2, Jan. 21 

SAE International Government/Industry Conference at the WAS  
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incentive, said Analisa Bevan, assistant division chief for emissions compliance at California Air 

Resources Board. CARB has a mandate from Governor Jerry Brown to cut petroleum use in half 

by 2030. 

Matt Solomon, transportation program manager for NESCAUM (an association of air qualify 

agencies from several Northeastern states), said incentives such as tax credits and better 

infrastructure (more EV charging stations) are two ways to ramp up consumer demand. 

Bevan said dealer organizations tell CARB that customers often come to the dealership knowing 

exactly what they want, so the decision doesn’t get made in the dealership. CARB has been 

asked to provide dealers with answers to questions that customers might ask about fuel 

efficiency. Christopher Gundler, director of EPA’s Office of Transportation and Air Quality, said 

EPA wants to make sure automakers are training dealers to deal with such questions.  

 Sneak Peek Preview Reception at The Washington Auto Show  
 The culmination of the 2

nd
 Industry/Media Day on Thursday, Jan. 21, 2016 was The 

Sneak Peek Reception where members of Congress, along with other U.S. officials and 

Washingtonian notables from various sectors came together for a special preview of the 2016 

Washington Auto Show. Sponsored by The Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers, Global 

Automakers, NADA and Hargrove, the WAS Sneak Peek story appears in the pictures below. 

And, as Auto Show Chairman Geoff Pohanka aptly described it, “the Sneak Peek Preview 

Reception is a highly civilized way to see The Washington Auto Show!”   

 

  

 

more- 
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Rep. Steny Hoyer (D-Md.) House Minority Whip (center), 
flanked by Auto Show organizers Gerard Murphy (left) and 
John O’Donnell.  

Sen. John Thune (R-SD) “test driving” a new vehicle  

Car artist plying his craft at the Sneak Peek  

Sneak Peek, continued… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

more- 

Dealer Election Comm. Director Josh Heit (left) with John 
O’Donnell, Auto Show (center) and Mark Zetlin, Mercedes-
Benz of Arlington.   
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Sneak Peek, continued… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WASHINGTON AREA NEW AUTOMOBILE DEALERS ASSOCIATION 

Thought for the week…   

The real essence of Washington is safety and the environment, and that’s what this  

Auto Show is about. 

--Les Jackson, president, Washington Automotive Press Association and co-host of the    

    Media Breakfast on Public Policy Day at The Washington Auto Show 

  

 

 

 

       

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Christopher Hart, chairman of the National 
Transportation Safety Board (right) hearing about 
automotive high technology  

Marcus Gadotte, assistant Sec. of Commerce (left) touring 
the Auto Show with exhibitors  


